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• Is “consent” the wrong “solution”?



Challenges with 
Consent



Notice ≠ Consent  



Design Failure 



More Choices, but less usable and more confusing? 

• Privacy Dashboards
• Browsers with opt-out add-ons
• Too many choices?



When Consent is 
Required





Sliding Scale of Consent 

● Volunteered data for a 
clear or obvious 
purpose

● Acceptance inferred 
from actions

● Only extends to 
specific, immediate 
consent

● “Consent” by not 
declining to give 
consent

● Many industry 
guidelines (and 
growing # of laws) 
prohibit this type of 
consent

● Ac=ve 
selec=on 
agreeing to 
no=ce

● Clear, documentable, 
unambiguous consent 
required for specific 
purpose

● Written or Verbal

● Direct Question or Data 
for a Purpose

● Presumes 
forms & 
conditions + 
potential 
outcomes are 
fully 
understood & 
accepted 

Implicit
Indirect, Deemed, Inferred

Opt Out Opt In Explicit
Direct, Express, Affirmative 

Informed 
Consent

( - )

( + )



UK ICO Guidance on GDPR Consent
Article 4(11) of the GDPR defines consent as “any freely given, specific, informed and 
unambiguous indication of the data subject's wishes by which he or she, by a 
statement or by a clear affirmative action, signifies agreement to the processing of 
personal data relating to him or her.”

Make sure that consent:
• Is unbundled
• Includes an active opt-in
• Is granular
• Names your organization and any other controllers relying on such consent
• Is documented
• Is easy to withdraw
• Does not contain an imbalance in the relationship



CCPA on Consent
• The California Consumer Privacy Act (“CCPA”) is an “opt-out” consent regime (i.e., 

opt-in consent is not required for adults prior to collecTng or using personal 
informaTon.

• Consent only arises as an issue under the CCPA for the “sale” of personal 
informaTon.

• If a consumer consents or opts-in to a transfer of PI to a third party, it’s not 
considered a “sale” under the CCPA.

• CCPA prohibits businesses from knowingly selling the PI of consumers less than 16 
years of age unless the consumer (in the case of consumers b/t 13 to 16) or the 
guardian (for those under the age of 13) has “affirmaTvely authorized the sale” of PI.

• If a consumer opts out of the sale of PI, a business may not solicit such consumer’s 
consent to a future sale for at least 12 months.



CPRA:  Moving Closer to GDPR Consent
The CPRA brings California’s “consent” standard closer to the strict 
GDPR standard in Europe. The consent standard, however, is used only 
in the following relaCvely marginal scenarios, some of which already 
required consent under the CCPA:
• ConsenCng to the sale or sharing of PI aHer an opt-out
• Minor opt-in consent for sale and sharing of PI
• ConsenCng to secondary use and disclosure of sensiCve PI aHer an 

opt-out
• The research exempCons
• Opt-in consent for financial incenCve programs
• Consent cannot be valid if dark pa'erns are used to obtain consent.



Industry Imposed Requirements 

Optional Required



Consent Opportunities



Case Study 

• ACME Corpora*on is a U.S.-based global manufacturer of various goods, 
such as N95 masks, hand sani*zers, baking equipment, and *e-dye 
machinery. 

• During the Great Stay of 2020, which required ci*es and states to go into 
lockdown, ACME realized it had a marke*ng opportunity to engage 
consumers across brands through its e-commerce plaKorm.

• ACME had a Bakers & Beyond Loyalty program with ~5M members who 
could receive rewards and perks for purchasing baking equipment, leading 
to discounts and other rewards. 

• QUESTION: Can ACME share its Bakers & Beyond Loyalty program 
member informaDon with other brand teams? 



Answer: It Depends !

• What does the Privacy Policy for the loyalty card program say?
• More importantly, is this a type of markeCng email that a loyalty 

consumer would reasonably expect?



Alternative Approaches

• Consider a first-party data engagement strategy that asks customers 
if they want to hear about deals for other brands.

• Incentivize opt-in for sharing across brands. (hint: more emails is 
never an incentive)

• Refresh consent where practical to ensure continued brand loyalty 
and engagement





Best Practices 

• Unbundled
Consent is separate from T&Cs. 
Is NOT a precondition for of signing up to a service unless necessary for that service. 

• Tracked
Store records of consent.
Have the ability to connect consent with specific users or device.
Understand all necessary parties for a consent to be valid.

• Customized
For global consents, segment into regions and use the high bar law for such region. 
Can also use the EU consent globally to simplify.

• Avoided
In the EU, find a legal basis other than consent if possible.



Is “consent” the wrong 
“solution”?



Is the Consent Framework broken?

In a well-known study at Carnegie 
Mellon, researchers Lorrie Faith 
Cranor and Aleecia McDonald 
determined that if every internet 
user were to spend eight hours per 
day reading every privacy policy they 
encountered while using the 
internet, it would take 76 days to 
complete the task.



Control is Illusory
• Privacy scholars such as Professor Woody Hartzog 

have identified flaws in privacy law’s reliance on 
consent. 

• Concepts such as “control”, “informed consent”, 
“transparency” and “choice” sound empowering, 
but notice and choice models are not scalable.

• Companies are incentivized to hide their true data 
practices through “manipulative design, vague 
abstractions, and complex words”.

• Control is an illusion – interfaces are designed to 
extract consent

• Notice and choice regimes overwhelm users.
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Appendix 



Best Practices 
• Unbundled

Consent is separate from T&Cs. 
Is NOT a precondiDon for of signing up to a service unless necessary for that service. 

• Ac=ve/Affirma=ve Opt-in
Use unDcked opt-in boxes or similar acDve opt-in methods. 
Binary choices are given equal prominence.

• Granular 
Different opDons to separately consent for different types of processing where appropriate. 

• Name Par=es 
Name your organizaDon and 3Ps relying on consent. 

• Easy To Withdraw 
Tell users they have the right to withdraw their consent at any Dme & how to do so. 
Simple & effecDve mechanism in place.  
It’s as easy to withdraw as it was to give iniDal consent. 



Consent Best Practices - Unbundled



Active/Affirmative Opt In



Granular Consent 



Named Consent 



Easy to Withdraw 


